Oshine- A creative theme
Looking for a multipurpose WordPress theme for building a
portfolio or a photography site?

Oshine is one of the most popular multipurpose WordPress
themes in the ThemeForest marketplace.
This theme can let you build almost any type of site also we
can easily develop portfolio and photography sites.
Oshine is an attractive, sleek, dynamic, extremely creative
and visually stunning theme. It is a small all in one theme.
The theme is a highly responsive multi-layout, multipurpose
theme. This theme can be used all types of websites from from
business to corporate, personal to commercial, sizes big and
small. Also this theme is filled with powerful capabilities
for static website, single page website and static webpage
creation, in a swift, efficient manner that is intuitive and
easy and requires absolutely no coding skills.
It has more than 13,000 customers and is one of the top 30
best selling WordPress themes of all time in the ThemeForest

market. It is also a highly rated WordPress theme with about
4.8-star ratings based on 560 ratings.
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carefully crafted each & every demo to ensure that a
modern design is carried through. Great design and
features makes Oshine irresistible. What you see
the dynamic features of Oshine.

Basic features of Oshine
It provides you with an option of 30 demos.
Visual page builder
Uses drag and drop tool
Working Contact Form
Google Map
Tons of premium slider features like Master Slider,
Carousel Slider, and Full-Screen Slider
One click import
Advanced Documentation
Top Notch Support
Easy parallax and full-screen options
600+ google fonts
Clean code
Supports background videos
Unique header and menu
800+ font icons
Sticky Header

styles

Transparent header
Full-screen option
Child Theme Support
Full screen and centered slider
150+ HTML Pages
Retina Ready
Fully Responsive
Built-in Bootstrap
Amazing CSS3 Effects/Animations

Optimized Code
Clean code
Comprehensive Knowledge-based
Hero sections
Unique layout
WooCommerce
Video Backgrounds
Infinite individual portfolio page styles
Unlimited Sidebars
Regular updates- Easy one click
Single/ One Parallax Site
Optional mobile visibility controls
Instagram/ Flickr Grid galleries
Internationalization/ Localization ready
This article explains more on WordPress themes.
Contact us for more information.

